FRACKING

for SHALE GAS in UK, and Coal Bed Methane

Fracking interests are at the heart of government:
Link to WDM’s The Fossil Fuel Web of
Power web-page ...................................

THE FOSSIL FUEL WEB OF POWER
http://www.wdm.org.uk/carbon-capital/nexus
............................................................................

Only a few of the “players” are shown below. THIS LINK provides more.
OK - it’s a complex web - but that’s part of the point!

BASF
supplies
fracking
industry.

Also there is a world of difference between those in gov who were formerly
industry employees e.g. Vince Cable, and those in gov who stand to gain
money from from their influence in gov.

HSBC
financing
Dart
Energy’s
CBM

BG Group
fracks in USA &
holds stake in

DART ENERGY
CBM - Coal Bed Methane
in Scotland

FRACKING

Cuadrilla
trying to frack in
Lancashire &
Sussex e.g. Balcombe

Centrica

Cable is BIS
Minister &
formerly chief
economist in
Shell - a big
pro-fracker in
South Africa &
with eyes on UK

(incl. British Gas)

bought quarter stake in Cuadrilla’s
Lancashire license
Sam Laidlaw is CEO & has been the
lead non-exec in DfT

Minister, DECC & BIS

LORD BROWNE

BARONESS HOGG

in Cabinet Office

in Treasury

with authority to appoint fracking &
fossil “chums” into Government
Departments & Treasury

AND is Chairman of Cuadrilla
AND finance company financing
Cuadrilla

(appointed there by Lord Browne)

Also a Non-Executive Director
of BG Group - which does
much fracking in USA & also
holds a stake in Dart Energy
Francis Maude MP appointed Browne. His constituency
includes the attractive Balcombe, where Cuadrilla drills.

How can we possibly trust our government to have a credible regard to
our health and environment with such pervasive embedding of fossil
fuel interests within government and departments? Caroline Lucas via FrackOff:

At least:

LORD GREEN
in FCO
(Heads UKTI promoting fracking)
Also:
non-exec Director at
BASF - supplies
fracking industry
AND
formerly boss of
HSBC when it was
laundering drug
money

Fifty people inside government are paid by the oil and gas industry

Are our interests being served here? Are these extreme conflicts-of-interest acceptable to you?
Would you call them corruption? Do you want a democracy or corporatocracy? Oligarchy? Oil&gaschy?! Plutocracy?
Towards a solution: Would you be in favour of rules in place (such as already in local Councils) that, as a minimum, outlaw people
in government from influencing matters in which they have a vested interest, especially if they stand to gain from the outcome?
If your answer is YES: do sign this petition: OUTLAW CONFLICTS OF INTEREST WITHIN GOVERNMENT bit.ly/outlawconflictsofinterest
Infographic by a Kendal resident by adapting WDM’s ‘THE FOSSIL FUEL WEB OF POWER’ infographic to fracking with info from/via e.g. FRACK OFF.

